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I shrugged my shoulders and bowed my head. My
silence seemed to confuse the President; he added concilia-
tingly:
" I play cards and billiards, and I ride horseback; I
will be delighted to do any of these things with you if you
wish."
He put his arm through mine, led me to the roof garden and
picked little flowers for me. He seemed anxious lest I thought
him discourteous.
" You must know in your heart that I am right," he said.
Whether Korbel would have succeeded, or why he should
have told me of such a proposition I shall never know. The
President disclaimed any knowledge of him. The reign of
Obregon, however, is over and does not seem to have been
marked by any conspicuous success. I am consoled by retro-
spection. The immediate effect upon me, however, was more
lasting than I realized at the time. It discouraged me in art,
and pushed me into another channel. I determined, as I could
not do his bust, to put him to some other use. Herbert Swope
had commissioned me to write some articles on Mexico for the
New York World: the Metropolitan Magazine required also
to be supplied.
Obregon, without being interesting, was " copy" to a certain
extent, and so I applied myself to this new outlook. Sculpting
after all was harder work. How much simpler to record one's
impressions with a pencil. My first unpremeditated flight
into newspaper work on the occasion of my Russian visit,
had met with overwhelming success, why not test Winston's
theory that intelligence can be put to work in any direction ?
As he had put his into painting as a side issue, I would try
to put mine into journalism.
Thus resolved, I sought a few days later an interview, in
hopes of getting something more worth while than a persistent
refusal to sit for his bust! My request was granted, and
Dick's name was added to the invitation. We accordingly
arrived at the hour appointed, which happened to coincide
with a blinding thunderstorm, following on a blinding dust
storm!

